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RUNDOWN
SPRINGDEL MAKES
MIGRATION TO GOOGLE
ANDROID QUICK AND
SIMPLE
Being one of Europe’s most notable online
retail brand, handling orders from 9
million customers a day takes gigantic
eﬀort and they’ve made this possible with
the use of technology tools to enable their
operations. Reliance on such tools makes
their platform the most secure in the
E-commerce world. They believe that
through technology, they will stay ahead
of the rest.
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WHAT THE CLIENT NEEDED
Retail Client was an early adapter to
mobile technology because their warehouse operations and staﬀ had to quickly
scale up in a short time. They incorporated mobile rugged devices to handle daily
operations pertaining to the fulﬁllment
and delivery side of the business. They’ve
relied, for years, on varied tools to be
integrated into their devices. The problem
was not everything could be sourced from
one place. Regular updates and maintenance had to be done from diﬀerent
sources, thus, meant having operational
downtime. They came to us seeking
MAJOR upgrades, asking if they switch or
migrate into to our devices, would migration to Android systems also mean a
heavy cost to their
operations?
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WHAT SPRINGDEL OFFERED
We came back with ONE answer only. Our
devices will easily adapt to Google Android
(or any operational system) with the assurance that they’ll never have to go beyond our
expertise to update, maintain and regularly
check any device on their ﬂeet. Plus,
integration will be done in mere
minutes instead of days and our
“intelligent” solution can predict downtime
even before it happens. IN other words, we
are ONE place to shop what they need plus a
lifetime of support .

APPROVED RESULTS
Since the ﬁrst phase of the “major” switch
happened, no operational downtime has
ever occurred which has been a blessing
to them. Having saved up millions on the
ﬁrst few months, they are now investing
in more rugged devices for the foreseeable future. The goal is to complete this
migration before the year 2020 and be
ready for the next wave of
Ecommerce revolution.
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